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Artist Statement
Dance became an outlet for me not for sorrow or any type of pain but for joy. This
form of art is an abstract concept that resembles my heart and soul. That’s tied in with my
emotions and memories from past to present to future. Performing this art allows you to
become a superhero defying gravity as if you are superman, but performing this art
allows you to also become vulnerable based on the integrity of embodiment, such as
Clark Kent revealing his identity to Lois Lane. I dance to be vulnerable, to put my life on
display, and as a sacrifice so that after my performance I may hear someone say: “You
have broken my chains.” Though I dance, all my previous abilities are not left unheard.
They combine with the movement. Art to me is a God-given gift to admire and
understand God’s craftsmanship not only of the world itself but of humanity. The
richness of African American culture is primarily presented through the passions and art
that drive the culture to be relevant today in my work as a tool that brings radical
reformation on many topics in American culture, especially social reform. My dance
practice has informed me a lot, mainly because the work I usually choreograph focuses
on social justice. With my process of dancing and dance-making, I do my best to inform
my movement with literature and studies based on African and Latinx American
studies. Dance is a beautiful gift from God that is genuinely inexhaustible; God’s creation
story is magnificent and rebellious because it is self-expressive and without borders. Why
is art continually displaced in our educational system? Why does an artistically and
creatively inclined person deal with heavy ridicule? In a world full of structure and
systemic oppression, art has become a tool to bring a new world and raise our fellow man
with our voices and intentional actions to strike change. I have chosen to live contrary to
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what the world produces and is. I have willingly chosen to be in opposition to the norm. I
am only a man. A man who has been called to separate from what is deemed as good and
embrace what is highly rejected .
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WHAT DOES RECONSTRUCTION AND RESTORATION THROUGH DANCE
AND HISTORY LOOK LIKE FOR ME?
You are a black male who lives in these American contemporary times when anything
can be held against you in a court of law. How do you navigate personal success?
When in the most bottomless crevasses of systems and institutions
Your success is only a wall of protection
Until the power or the powers that be
Finds your black identity and body is not a contribution to
Prescribe tokenism anymore
I am questioning America's Christianity
I am questioning what Christianity means for the African American
It can be challenging to walk in healing when the environment that you live within sees
your healing
As a protest
Against the status quo
Against the quota being met for "inviting this 'unknown black person' to the stage to
show the world you or were super “inclusive.”
A part of my healing is self-awareness that my self-actualized being is what is feared, but
if I cease to be aware, then I stop to heal, but as I recover, I can face the bumps on the
road ahead being gas efficient like a Honda Civic.
This healing is not a trip but a journey.
So, my healing takes
Body, Space & time.

1

I understand my dance embodiment is history, ever shifting between time and
space. With such an ever comprehension, I can create and expand my reach for those who
look like me and contextually relate. I am in an ever-growing process of deconstructing
and decolonizing my previous views while simultaneously describing the trauma and
implementing my experiences as significant as weighted gold because a price must be
paid. Through this course engagement, my main goal is to define my experiences, learn
from them, and implement them in the ongoing narrative of dance history to not only
supply healing for myself but healing for those riches that were not allowed to shine
prominently like Mosaic-stained glass Jesus on a Sunday morning at 16th street Baptist
church in Birmingham, Alabama. My achievement will stem from doing the hard work of
writing consistently through introspection and challenge: questioning what is past,
present, and future. Read and research objectively. Meditate subjectively. I hope, in the
end, to trouble the timeline, though my troubling would seem disturbing, to heal space,
the body, the spirit, and the mind.

2

INTRODUCTION AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The Emancipation Proclamation has been passed. The Civil War has come to an
end. There is a smell in the air that symbolizes freedom. April 9th, 1865 is the day the
heavens truly opened for enslaved Africans. Therefore, beholding salvation that bore fruit
was the beginning of reconstruction for the United States of America. The Reconstruction
era of America has given me the ability to reclaim my black identity through healing,
education, and self-acceptance while questioning the racial system of America and the
value of a human being. The more I engage with understanding what culture is now and
is, the more I confront the world that surrounds me while learning to be myself amid it.
As an African American to the general public and the majority that is in power, by the
majority, I mean whiteness from the standpoint of nationalism and system not necessarily
an ethnography demographically of our country, the black body can be considered
primitive, animalistic, or strange still. However, there has been much progression in our
world’s view of BIPOC communities.1
I long for my value of humanity to be seen first and not the color of my skin or
my racial classification, which can be burdensome and a variation of a caste system. I am
not a savage, nor am I a beast. As a people, we are seen as Untouchable. An
Untouchable is the lowest caste in the ancient Indian caste system. In America, I believe
African Americans are historically the lowest caste in our race and class systems. For
many years, we were confined to isolated ghettos and exiled by the majority in power. 2

1
Henry Louis Gates Jr., Stony the Road: Reconstruction, White Supremacy, and the Rise
of Jim Crow, (Reprint, Penguin Books, 2020), 1—75.
2
Isabel Wilkerson, Caste The Origins of Our Discontents (Reprint, Random House,
2020), 21—54.
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As James Baldwin once said, even if I should speak, no one would believe me. And they
would not believe me precisely because they would know what I said was true. I am a
human, made in the image of God. In this research, I examine black anguish in America
while examining my own to reach a more significant place of inner healing and
enlightenment.
“I find it curious about the mythology that we’ve grown up with, the idea of the
black body versus the white body, and, yeah, there is a difference…between being
black and being white, and I wonder how much of that has to do with the
moving…. Physical experience is extremely political, and I’ve seen this
culturally…. Even to say black dance, there is a choice being made there in
reference to something else.” – Ralph Lemon.3
This research engages with the history of black bodies in America by
investigating one’s own personal history and experiences. By examining the trials and
tribulations, I seek to use my personhood as an example of accepting and learning from
the past to heal and represent the beautiful multiplicity of black life. I look to facilitate
my life as a template for navigating one’s black life in today's world. All black humans
do not see history the same nor agree with each other. Sometimes that notion could be
seen as a bad thing but accepting the difference within our views can lead us to an everprogressive journey of what black freedom and healing look like, therefore implementing
the conceptual framework of the Reconstruction era. To this day, we are still building and
restoring as a people. Throughout this thesis, I am conversing with black pain while
reconstructing what was and is to find alternative resolves for restoration because of the
brokenness that wanders in my soul.

3

Brenda Dixon Gottschild, The Black Dancing Body: A Geography from Coon to
Cool, (1st ed., Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), 12.
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DESPITE MY ANGUISH: A SUMMARY TIMELINE OF MY ANGUISH
Growing up, I understood that I did not come from the picture-perfect structure of
what seemed to be and happened to be the environment of my peers in the institutions of
education I partook in. My peers had households like early TV sitcoms presenting a
somewhat utopian family togetherness. Whether that be Family Matters, The Cosby
Show, and later Blackish. I was born and raised in Miami, FL. At the age of 8, my parents
separated. From the ages of 8 to 10, I would spend much time in New York as my parents
settled their separation back home. As I was away, sexual abuse occurred, and when life
was somewhat settled back home, I found myself living with my mother in the suburbs of
Aventura, FL, and Skylake, located in North Miami Beach. At the same time, I would
stay with my dad on the weekends in the ghettos of Miami Gardens.
My institutions of education include Ojus Elementary, Highland Oaks Middle, Dr.
Michael M. Krop Senior High, Miami Dade College, Nova Southeastern University, and
currently Hollins University. From 2nd grade to throughout my undergrad, I was
surrounded by primarily Middle Eastern, Latin American, and a limited Black American
culture. Upon the discussions of racial class, in my experience, students would fall under
a worldview of whiteness. It may have seemed I was surrounded by so much difference.
Still, I was surrounded by individuals who would consider themselves the white versions
of their racial group because of the impression of their lighter skin, their political identity,
or assimilation in such a way that one’s ethnic identity is almost non-existent.
Tokenism became an ever-oppressive theme in my life that didn't cause any
revelation to me until I got to college. I was considered the black kid who was different
from other blacks. By other, I mean, peers saw me as the black young man who was

5

articulate. Though many of my peers did not know my upbringing, it was an assumption
that because I spoke in a manner that wasn’t the norm to them or in similarities of racial
stereotypes, I must be completely identified by my time living within the suburbs. My
peers who ascribed me to the same racial class as me saw me as the young man who was
black on the outside and white on the inside. I was considered an Oreo. The white made
me sweet, and the black made me bitter.
As a black man there is a constant negotiation in whom I should be every day.
There lies the problem of color that society wrestles with and that as black people we
externally and internally wrestle with. The world makes it hard for me to integrate
because the world does not believe in miscegenation. Our essences as a people can’t
cross borderlines in order to create a harmony amongst ourselves and society at large.
There is a sensory collision that happens between a white gaze and a black active and
present body. Skin color is seen as a stain upon the black body due to racialized gazes.
Both the gaze and the skin operate as ciphers or surrogates on behalf of the subjects who
are positioned in a context of fear of a so called “primal” body that deviates from
acceptable humanity.4
I was the black child who was considered a good friend but not an appropriate
mate even if two individuals liked each other romantically. I remember dating a Filipino
woman, and though she liked me she could not tell her parents about me because they
would be startled by my black presence. I was considered the one who made it out of the
hood.
“No one ever talks about the moment you found that you were white. Or the
moment you found out you were ever black. That’s a profound revelation. The
4

Michelle Ann Stephens, Skin Acts: Race, Psychoanalysis, and the Black Male Performer,
(Duke University Press Books, 2014), 111—152.
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minute you find that out, somethings happens. You have to renegotiate
everything.” – Toni Morrison5
These considerations brought forth an internal prejudice, confusion, and crushing reality;
a structuring of the mind, like Get Out by Jordan Peele: I am Chris Washington fighting
to avoid the sunken place while plugging my ears with cotton to ignore the echoes of a
culture that carries an influence like the White Gaze. It is great to be considered but I am
not looking for consideration for parts of myself that align with the ideas of an observer
who is coming from such a perspective, but I am asking to consider my ever growing and
vast humanity. When I brought up these concerns in class discourses, predominantly
college during my undergrad, it was as if the world around me was blind and purposely
ignorant. I like to think of the idea of good hair. Good hair does not only mean straight
hair. Questions I avoid, is your hair nappy? nope, its curly or "omg, can I touch your
hair?" um...I guess but why? You like a part of me, and you want a part of me but not my
whole being. I believe whiteness is not only classified as a race but can be classified as a
political worldview. Robin DiAngelo describes white supremacy as
…the all-encompassing centrality and assumed superiority of people defined and
perceived as white, and the practices based on this assumption…White supremacy
does not refer to individual white people per se and their individual intentions,
but to a political-economic social system of domination. This system is based on
the historical and current accumulation of structural power that privileges,
centralizes, and elevates white people as a group…I do not use it to refer to
extreme hate groups. I use the term to capture the pervasiveness, magnitude, and
normalcy of white dominance and assumed superiority. 6
This worldview is what is promoted as propaganda in America as the majority and bases
of America’s mythical foundation and the American way of life. It presents itself as

5

Carolyn Denard, Toni Morrison: Conversations, (University Press of Mississippi, 2008), 152.
Resmaa Menakem, “Our Bodies, Our Country,” My Grandmother’s Hands: Racialized Trauma
and the Pathway to Mending Our Hearts and Bodies, (Penguin, 2021), 3–6.
6
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highly different and not tribal as blacks are referenced to be. I understand more than ever
now my body has a history. A history rooted in African culture, African joys, and in
African tragedies.
Knowing my ethnicity, I must acknowledge those who came before me were
enslaved, imprisoned, and stripped away from home and family. I cannot move forward
with my body and its totality without accepting what was and what is still, unfortunately,
happening but pertaining to our contemporary times. I am a body politic because I
practice in a post-colonial world. For I do not look to be blinded by what is but to
confront it. As a black man I understand that though I am not in bondage because slavery
has been abolished to some degree, I still carry the sensations of body and spirit that my
direct ancestors had taken on from slavery. There is a reconstruction of what black
masculinity looks like.
As a black male, I must adhere to the hidden truth that the black male experience
and identity in this country is one that is filled with complexity. Much of the scholarly
work on black masculinity presented in classroom settings of the past and still today were
and are based on the material assembled from the studies of urban black life. This work
propagated the message that black masculinity was standardized or homogenous. It
suggested that all black men were plagued by the inability or inadequate to fulfill the
phallocentric masculine ideal, as communicated in white supremacist capitalist
patriarchy. Obliterating the authenticities of black men who have distinct understandings
of masculinity, scholarship on the black family puts this lived complexity in a flat, onedimensional representation. We struggle to know ourselves. We struggle to know the way
of love and the peace of an unviolated free spirit. We want to engage with ourselves with
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the highest degree of freedom and comfort in order to not continue the question to find
purpose in a life-threatening patriarchal masculinity ideal that was imposed upon us. 7
I daily must reclaim my identity and its multiplicities as a superpower rather than
a mistake, sin, or deviation of the norm. History has a way of never hiding, though it may
be buried for centuries, it is someway still discovered and cannot avoid its exposition. As
a black man in the present, I deal with the horrors of a past, my own view of self and
purpose, and the consequences of a horrific past though triumphs are apparent. I believe
my primary purpose in life is to produce community outreach through art initiatives and
creativity within diversity. As a dance artist, my choreography primarily has a focus on
making social justice more apparent as well as doing the work of social justice through
the arts and engaging with communities from all walks of life. Through these avenues, I
journey through creating a more reconstructed world pertaining to identity within race
like the Reconstruction era, that can accept the pluralistic aspects of our day that has
always been since the beginning of times. A world of difference and acceptance.

7

bell hooks, Black Looks: Race and Representation, (2nd ed., Routledge, 2014), 87—115.
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A statement that has been evident in my life from a notion of surprise has been,
you are so articulate:
Dear White America rooted in Neo Nazism: I will not apologize to the majority for
receiving an education. I am not sorry that my language and use of grammar are not equal
to your stereotypical assumptions.

Does it amuse you that I understand your academic terminology and can use words like
superfluous or pluralistic? I am sure that it is amusing to you because for years you have
profited off my culture’s influences on society at large. Forgive me for my intrusion into
the “American Way.”

I speak sarcastically of course because through colonization you have intruded on the
“we the people” you left out in your earlier writings. My recognition of my “power” can
be scary for you.

Not because I ultimately have any power but because I understand the power that you
have used to colonize and oppress many. Understanding your rhetoric informs me of your
character.
Though the language has the ability of not be seen by the populist of the United State, I
have come to understand that my education is not a crutch but a member of my body. Not
something I am surprised about but something to be accepted as normal.

10

Sexuality: The Freezing Sensation
“When men oppress their fellow men, the oppressor ever finds, in the character of the
oppressed, a full justification for his oppression.” – Frederick Douglass 8
Jim Crow became instituted in the ever-growing cloth of American History
tragedies in what historians believe began right after the signing of the Emancipation
Proclamation, with proliferation in the 1870s and an end to its policies in 1964 with the
signing of the Civil Rights Act. This “end” was indeed no end due to the continual
rippling effects the policies have transitioned to our contemporary times. 9 Segregation,
Police Brutality, and The Monetization of Black and Brown bodies can be seen the most.
What does Jim Crow mean about the body? The Bronx is a confined space. Packed with
black and brown bodies on display to show that in America, we have urban progress, but
this urban progress has been impeded and consumed by the works of gentrification.
Housing authorities claimed a sentiment that the reason we must separate blacks from
whites is to keep social harmony or balance in a community.
When pushed into isolation from a developed framework's privileges, you encage
others from primary resources. Just as the bodies of enslaved Africans were by their
oppressors; contextually, both men and women were overworked on the field, and
women were overworked by emotional bearings about the stripping of their children,
raped, and medically experimented on to justify the erroneous acts of Eugenics.10
Sexuality has always provided gendered metaphors for colonization. Free countries are
equated with uncontrolled men (white supremacist capitalist patriarchy), dominance with

8
Frederick Douglass, “The Claims of the Negro, Ethnological Considered,” “Western Reserve
College Commencement, July 12, 1854.
9
Henry Louis Gates Jr, Stony the Road, (Reprint, Penguin Books, 2020), 1—75.
10
Richard Rothstein, The Color of Law: A Forgotten History of How Our Government
Segregated America, (Reprint, Liveright, 2018), 3—39.
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castration, the impairment of manhood, and rape. The terrorist act re-enacts the drama of
conquest, as men of the dictating group sexually violate the bodies of women (enslaved
black women) who are among the dominated. The intention of this act was to continually
remind dominated men (enslaved black men) of their loss of power; rape was a gesture of
representational castration. Dominated men are made powerless repeatedly as the women
they would have had the right to love, possess, control, assert power over, to dominate,
are raped by the dominating victorious male group (white supremacist capitalist
patriarchy). There is no psychosexual history of slavery that investigates the meaning of
white male sexual exploitation of black women or the politics of sexuality, no work that
lays out all the existing evidence. There is no symposium on the sexual sadomasochism,
of the master who enforced his wife to sleep on the floor as he nightly repeatedly raped
an enslaved black woman defiling his own version of Christianity. There is no discussion
of sexual prurience.11
These points furthermore highlight the focal point of sexuality. Black bodies were
stripped of their identity and dignity through many forms of sexual abuse and
exploitation. These acts of abuse became a center for performative efforts to gain the
optical illusion of these human beings as beasts and sexual commodities void of true
beauty. The juxtapositions we face can be compared to the affluent demographic or the
bodily sensations shown, felt, and spoken through the black body of Okwui Okpokwasili
in Bronx Gothic. In the examination of my body wondering its placement in society.
Wondering if it would ever have a sense of normalcy within society. Will I be able to
teach my kids to live freely in their beautiful chocolate coatings? Or will I teach them to

11

bell hooks, Yearning: Race, Gender, and Cultural Politics, (2nd ed., Routledge, 2014), 57—79.
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fear that my fears will be projected on them, which then becomes a coat that is hot and
heavy as wax! “Fly blackbird fly,” I say to all the caged birds, who were considered
crows because we ate the leftovers of the beast, but we were meant to roam free like
eagles. America’s precious bald eagle. There is freedom in my nakedness. Vulnerability
in my nudity and identity in my sexuality.
As a black male, it was difficult growing up wondering what it meant to be a man.
I questioned the idea due to the sexual abuse I dealt with between the tender ages of 8 and
10. Though my oppressors were not white nor male, the structures that surrounded me
shared an essence of exploitation in which saw black male vulnerability as weakness,
therefore contrary to the idea of true manhood that was primary populated by white male
plantation owners and bourgeoise practices of classism. Having an ancestral past in
America rooted in struggling with sexuality I believe bled into my own life. bell hooks
provide a striking example of the complexity a black man can go through in pursuit of
understanding one’s role pertaining to manhood and sexuality:
To what extent did the civil rights movement, with its definition of freedom as
having an equal opportunity with whites, sanction looking at a white gender role
as a norm black people should imitate? Why has there been so little positive
interest shown in the alternative lifestyles of black men? In the black community,
there are black adult men who do not assert patriarchal domination and yet live
fulfilled lives, where they are not sitting around worried about castration. Black
men who are most worried about castration and emasculation are those who have
completely absorbed white supremacist patriarchal definitions of masculinity. 12
My abusers were black women. As I continue to heal today, I realize that I never
blamed them but for the most part I blamed the conditions brought forth from the sins of
the past into their lives, yet they are still responsible for what was done. Burdened black
men and women have seldom confronted the use of gendered metaphors to label the

12

bell hooks, Black Looks, (2nd ed., Routledge, 2014), 87—115.
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impact of racist domination and the black liberation struggle. The discourse of black
defiance has for the most part paralleled freedom with manhood, the economic and
material dominance of black men with castration and emasculation. Accepting these
sexual metaphors forged a connection between oppressed black men and their white male
oppressors. The rape of the body with no guards is forced to exploit its voice. The exploit
is an orgasmic reverb that allows pleasure to the free body. This free body then assumes
the confined body wants to be detained continually while yet yearning for true freedom,
having its rights stripped from it like the deflowering of a precious body that is robbed of
consent.13
I was eight years of age when I felt a touch amid my privacy and innocence in the
coldness of New York. The touch felt familiar yet was placed upon me with wrongful
curiosity. It was a woman. My body responded by freezing into submission. Freezing is
like being pulled over by the cops because of your skin color. The cop is familiar yet
places harm upon you with contempt and violation. The violating touch became multiple
hands that had a timeline of two years. I was confused, and I came back to South Florida
not knowing the process of healing that would progressively go once I realized my abuse
was not my fault. I felt segregated because I felt emasculated. I felt disgusted for years,
living in a world that profited from over-sexualization through the commercialization of
black and brown bodies.
An inner conflict between worthy and unworthy plagued my mind as I longed to
know myself not as a product but as a human continually learning and growing from the
pain of not feeling worthy of the ownership of my body. Fortunately, my vulnerability
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bell hooks, Yearning, (2nd ed., Routledge, 2014), 23—33.
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did not escape me, but it was hard to navigate my lack of understanding as a man;
therefore, even more of a struggle to navigate my sexuality through a practice of
embodiment. Our black bodies are composed of a foundation for intersectionality and
then layers of what we had to deal with in this aspect, especially finding comfort in being
known and seen as beautiful in our sexual identity as well as our expression of it.14

Figure 1: Brown Girl After Bath by Archibald Motley
What is the Brown Girl After the Bath?
1931. Oil on canvas, 48.25 x 36 inches (122.6 x 91.4 cm)
In his work Brown Girl After the Bath, Motley revisited his origins of portraiture,
yet his approach was seasoned according to his new objective of allowing African
Americans to see themselves as an artistic center. He wanted an audience both
black and white to whom he could show the richness and diversity of black
culture, in hopes that whites would abandon their racial prejudice and develop an
appreciation for African American contributions. In this work, he explores the
14

bell hooks, Yearning, (2nd ed., Routledge, 2014), 57—79.
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black body as an artistic center through the nude portrayal of a young woman.
She is seated at an elegant vanity adorned with an ornate vase and lamp. Her
eyes establish contact with the viewer who seems almost to be an intruder
disrupting a process of deep introspection. Here, Motley consciously constructs
an appreciation of and homage to black beauty. The girl represents the notion of
seeking self-identification within one’s skin, an idea common within the Black
Atlantic. Motley portrays the young woman poised, with quiet innocence and
purity. As a result, black beauty is depicted as an entity that is innocent,
unthreatening, and capable of sophistication and style.15
Brown Girl After the Bath means to me that one’s security within their black and brown
being is compiled with a complex yet beautiful identity that comes from a heritage of
hope and revolution. To see oneself in the mirror not dimly but overwhelmingly bright.
The Brown girl represents a form of relief in seeing oneself as worthy of humanity and
significant in discussions of beauty and wonder.
Willy Wonka or the Western World says: Your blackness is quite riveting. Your
skin is quite pleasant as a delicacy. I can fine-tune your body into a commodity
and make it stretch. I want to funk you right now; so that I may tell my
constituents how I funked you and how they can funk you too. Your body can
become our factory to produce the world's finest black licorice.

“Brown Girl After the Bath,” 1931 Roots and Routes: Art of the African Diaspora
Artdiaspora.Omeka.Ne, artdiaspora.omeka.net/items/show/9.
15
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My Black Dancing Body: The Hip Hop Offspring
Hip Hop is an array of emotions that present opposition, protest, authenticity, and
raw vulnerability. As a dancer in this form, systems of oppression and inequality
maneuver their way into my dance practice because of historical records and the cycle of
history that unfortunately continues. When I dance make, I make from a place of my
humanity rooted in this reality yet my ancestors of old. The truth is my blackness in
America, despite any type of success such as being a college graduate, financially
equipped, or not classified as a convicted felon, seems to have validity to obtain or
participate in fundamental human rights. Therefore, there is a defined norm of black
plight due to the systemic power. "We The People" was not inclusive of we that was and
can still be deemed the other. My dance practice has a history of being separated from the
higher art forms of dance including Ballet and Modern. My vulnerable body and practice
are seen as commercialized, commodified, and the term black dance rather than just
dance. I am thankful to uplift my ethnic and racial identity but the utmost importance for
me is to be able to uplift my humanity without being trumped by an institutional power or
being feared of being a threat of violence because of my approach to movement within a
black body. It is easy to view things in terms of black and white. The two binary colors
create a disregard for the color gray, which can be classified as other.16
What am I, we, they, trying to preserve? A few questions that come to mind as I
process the readings pertaining to my thesis research on the social constructions that
create a weapon to use to label people of color the other. There are so many systems to
challenge; So many institutional ideas created blockades in my own mind and life. There
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is a need to be different but also accept the differences in me and around that come
through a journey of discovery. To revitalize with the truth of my own human dignity. It
is very easy to mystify what we see when we become estranged from what stands before
us.17 The way we see brings us into a reality that needs to continue to be addressed and
that is the way systems design the way we see. The presence of the colonizer can
implement a hierarchical view that is twined with fabrications unless we evaluate the
humanity in the work before us or the creator of the work before us to understand the
uses of the body that are not theirs. 18 Black frames (body) of political social influence put
black frames (barriers) created by a system to imprison the black body on public trial.
Both articulations of the frames personify the admiration of the black frame. The frame
of a distant but alike other and the frame is so wicked and morally apathetic that it
executes itself and potentiality the ability to ever understand human dignity.19
Philosophical Overviews and Practical Applications for Hip Hop movement
1. Ephebism: The Stronger Power that Comes from the Youth – implying
vigor and vitality, regardless of age.
2. “Afrikanische Aufheben”: Simultaneous Suspending and Preserving the
Beat – indicating syncopation, as well as suspension of expected patterns.
3. The “Get – Down” Quality: Descending Direction in Melody, Sculpture,
Dance – which means zeroing in on focus of one’s art, getting down to
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business, which is sometimes expressed in a virtuosic bursting forth of
energy.
4. Multiple Meter: Dancing Many Drums – meaning the superimposition of
different meters in performance arts or different levels (metaphorical
meters) of representation.
5. Looking Smart: Playing the Patterns with Nature and with Line – implying
virtuosity, vigor, and vitality.
6. Correct Entrance and Exit: indicating high-affect juxtapositions through
contrastive openings and closing… and the “break from one meter or
rhythm to another.
7. Vividness Cast into Equilibrium: Personal and Representational Balance –
meaning interpersonal relationship of contrasting elements.
8. Call-and-Response: The Politics of Perfection
9. Ancestorism: Ability to Incarnate Destiny – which indicates respect for
and honor what has come before, and the sense of ancestors.
10. Coolness: Truth and Generosity Regained. The cultural signature of the
Africanist aesthetic.20
I believe dance is so nuanced yet so visceral that it confronts the inner dwellings
of society that creates a juxtaposition of what is enchanted and the disenchanted. Critic
and owner of Gawker Media, Nick Denton has said, “dance is increasingly irrelevant,
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culturally.”21 Dance is not irrelevant because its bodily expression conveys the purpose of
embodiment. To encourage embodiment means creating a space for self-acceptance as
well as disseminating education. As America continues to deny its reality of itself, its
relevance will be exploited while it falls deeper into its own mediocrity. Suzanne Pharr’s
appropriately titled written work “The Common Elements of Oppression” is both vital
and healing to comprehend. Important because the elements are common, so why should
there be an element of surprise healing? The elements are recognized but are not looked
at as a quick fixer-upper but as a detailed, delicate process that can hopefully lead to a
cultural revival.22
Learning that my body has a grander purpose in relationship with the world
around me by the articulation of the agency of black skin, brings forth a joy that is
difficult to explain. Our bodies have a place in this world rather than just fueling
themselves or taking on the trials of reality. Movement is everywhere and in everything.
Community outreach is vital for me in my continual practice of dance. The ideals that
black skin presents inform my practice and take me deeper in my understanding of the
body and the movement thereof. Communicating freely from the top of the head to the
bottom of one’s feet; a timeline of development once understood can translate into
bringing others together because everyone has the same timeline but different outlooks on
the history of that timeline.

Nick Denton, “Village Voice's Dance Critic Out After Four Decades,” Gawker, (March 2008),
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BLACK FACE SPECTACLE
Here down in America, we have the finest displays of black bodies for our white gaze.
In a blackface performance, the black character becomes a container for a host of
desires that suit white male privilege and overall patriarchy and wrongful imaginations,
for authentic masculinity, sexual potency, violent self-assertion, and liberation from
culture itself. It is an expression that gives the power to label black bodies as criminals.
These performances-maintained hierarchies and made blackface a part of the American
racial and political institution. The most loved elements of blackface were the blackface
character's physicality, his love for violence, and his dangerous masculinity would
become rationales for many of America’s worst crimes of racial oppression. Blackface is
not the representation of black bodies but the representation of white fantasy. 23
The idea of a spectacle starts with subtle explorative methods. It then leads into an
overt exploration, in which the hierarchy in place creates sinister rhetoric that will seem
to be foundational for human communication. The fear of the black and brown bodies
rendering and then leaking into the mentalities of White Americans is a fact that cannot
be denied. When the denial of non-fiction cannot be opposed, the hierarchy imposes a
quarterly workforce to change the narrative.
CARNIVAL: The Satire Through the Pain
Welcome to America, our guests we have here today include the finest individuals of the
Confederacy, the Northern Sectors of Gently Hood, and the Bourgeoisie, who are our
most esteemed guests. Here down in America we have the finest displays of black bodies
for our white gaze. Our most popular exhibit today is our Monstrous Bodies. The exhibit
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speaks on our genius to instruct black bodies into performance methods while keeping
them informed about their inhumanity. 24
How wonderful we are at comedy and bassarisk ideals as we black face in our exhibits as
well as make a way for minstrel highlights. Next, we have our most decorated lounge
area, as we take a rest from our feet upon lands that are not ours. This lounge area is
called Strange Fruit. As you see we have indoor willow trees surrounded by cotton
scented candles with hanged blackberries with silhouettes of our current captured black
beast.

The Surdna Foundation, “Dancing While Black: Black Bodies | White Boxes,” Vimeo, uploaded
by the hemispheric institute, (March 2018).
24
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DEFINITIVE LABELING
Power plus academia can equal structural labeling that creates division and a lack
of identity, ruled by the notion of one’s view of competition. Competition equals
domination. Domination is a strong characteristic of oppression. Some binaries are
subject to change because they provide some form of fluidity; an example would be such
questions as what is ethical? and what is unethical? Ultimately it becomes about the
worth that one sees in either. Some binaries provide oppressional barriers like the
nationalistic tone of Trumpism. Labeling in this context creates the construction of a
closet. This closet is a confined wall where the strange exists. By strange, I mean, those
who are not seen in the cohesion of the populated majority view. Though strange has an
existence, that existence is therefore not lived because of definitive labels. With definitive
labels that create a finality within our consciousness, we are encouraged to work in the
processes of the colonization of self. I am not ashamed of my blackness, but what I have
been ashamed of has been the inner struggle with seeing more to my blackness. The grass
that had the potential to expand further to produce a possibility of freedom now becomes
an 80-square-foot cell of solitary confinement. 25
Other terms synonymous with solitary confinement are segregation, restrictive
housing, lockdown, and isolation. At times I felt imprisoned by the racial category of
black because in my youth, my father, though he meant well, had to talk about being
black in America no matter the unique trimmings you have from traditional American
culture.26
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“Alonzo, if you ever get pulled over by the cops, place your hands upon the
steering wheel.”
“Alonzo, do not wear a bandanna on your head because you would look like a
thug.”
“Alonzo, you have to get an education, for that is the only way you will make a
decent living in life.”
Other terms synonymous with strange pertaining to this context are odd, spoil, ruin, and
damaged. When there is an excess of labels there is the birth of the counter-narrative. The
ever-increasing model of competition becomes a great conformer. Altering my identity is
problematic but is seen as pragmatic by fascists, restrictive conservative views, and
subliminally encouraged by neoliberalism. As an African American male, what I know to
be strange pertaining to my identity is the labeling of the term other.27 This anathema to
other beauty is colonial pride rooted in institutionalized racism and an unequal
distribution upon the scales of justice. The bodies that are not theirs are distracted by
white lights and confined behind white walls painted in black in order to present the
representation of a people that is false.
Black individuals have been seen as damaged goods of society and are still.
Damaged meaning, seen as unqualified to be a human being, and goods means your body
is useful due to commodification. Not being valuable produces trauma, therefore,
creating a difficulty to function freely as an individualist. 28 In his book, My
Grandmother’s Hands, Resmaa Menakem brings forth insight to racialized trauma and its
essence of creating an inability to take part in daily American life as a norm:
Many African Americans know trauma intimately—from their own nervous
systems, from the experiences of people they love, and most often from both. But
African Americans are not alone in this. A different but equally real form of
27
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racialized trauma lives in the bodies of most white Americans. And a third, often
deeply toxic type of racialized trauma lives and breathes in the bodies of many
American’s law enforcement officers. 29
My experience includes being seen as an example of tokenism. I came from the
generalized black family narrative including and not limited to not being the most
financially attuned, pursuing the 40 acres and a Mule dream, and education being the
only way out of a lower socioeconomic status; yet through grace and hard labor my
parents were able to provide me opportunities for a quality education and life overall. I
felt I had to prove myself and I hated stereotypes strongly. Unfortunately, a conclusion
for me was realized. The conclusion is that no matter how much you progress as a black
individual in America, you will be defined by your label and not by the character or the
cultural enlightenment of one's humanity. 30 I understand now that it is not my
responsibility to discover equality for myself in the realm of trying to be accepted; it is
my responsibility to understand my own equity as a human being, not allowing the
finalities of labels to bring death to a man with promise. These labels can lead to defining
segregation in the field of dance.31
I believe dancers should experience the social inequalities within their bodies. As
dancers, our bodies can be viewed as a protest and then also used as a tool as well as a
lovely expression of triumph in humanity—a form of technique. To be a dancer means to
be naked on stage, entirely vulnerable to a perspective and deposition that is most rooted
in the world, including racism, self-hate, colonial ideologies, and structures of whiteness.
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When dealing with an industry's cruelty, the human's whole being is being judged. The
spotlight on stage can catch us, or it can detect what culture wants. The true narrative vs
its counter; the performative rooted in the inner struggle vs the performative rooted in the
imagining.32 I believe the individuals and/or groups who are confined by the walls of
definitive labels wonder if the possibilities of the imaginary are possible. I compare the
struggle of overcoming such feats to C.S. Lewis’s classic tale, The Chronicles of Narnia:
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe. On the other side of the wardrobe, there's this
freedom for contemporary black individuals, but the woes of earthly realities hold deeply,
thereby affecting what is imaginary or a possible dream. The lack of identity then
manifests itself for us as a longing for the imaginary, but their imaginary was always
there.33 Tragically, it's confined behind the 80-square-foot Wardrobe. To be triumphant
from the same place, one must reclaim the magic that lies within the land of Narnia.
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WRONG PLACE AT WRONG TIME: THE RIOT OF THE HEART
March 3rd, 1991, in Los Angeles, California a man was beaten nearly to death.
This man was Rodney Glen King. In the approximate summer of 2004, my father was
convicted of a crime. These two men are seen as black felons. Just a year prior to my
father’s conviction he was working as a full-time employee of the VA Medical Hospital
in Miami, FL. For me to Honor Thyself, I need to be mindful of not just my experience as
a black male but the experience of the black male that raised me. I remember being 8
years of age and seeing a probationary ankle monitor upon my father’s ankle. At the time
I did not understand what it meant. If anything, I probably saw it as a fashion statement to
some degree. The vilest aspect of this circumstance is that for the most part this ankle
monitor was seen as normal within the black community. So normal that as a black child
I could not understand the gravity that it put on my father’s soul and that it eventually
began to put upon my own.

Black imprisonment is not just correctional facilities and prison institutions; it is
also the imprisonment of the mind, body, and soul.34 How ironic yet very rhetorical that
colonialism and the avant-garde, systems that are in power, are in arms when they’re
“demonized” and they are shocked when they are called out about their own insecurity as
well as fragility. Bodies that are not ours reflect James Baldwin’s famous words, “I am
not your Negro”35 The capturing of a butterfly into a jar and failing to release it to be the
butterfly has an ever-consistent theme for the Negro. I was blessed to have my father on
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probation rather than in confined concrete walls. I was spared from the institutional
check-ins but before my eyes, I saw the emasculation that was happening to my father.
Monitored like a dog on a leash, where your home becomes the prison, and your yard is
the courtyard with invisible gates and invisible snipers in towers of Babel. My father’s
circumstance reminds me much of Huey P. Newton pertaining to the importance of
stressing the image of what it means to be a black man who must defy the barriers of
systemic racism every day. Emmett Alonzo Williams is my father’s name, and to this day
he fights to remember that in order to combat the traumas from a Florida ankle monitor.

Though I was hurt by that monitor, my father still gave me the ability to hope in
order to reflect positive black manhood to my generation and the generations to come
after. Huey P. Newton’s body was placed with black frames. These black frames embody
imprisonment. This frame is sold to hang up on the walls to those who consume through
the gaze, who consume by eating the other.36 Thankfully performance art through the
embodiment of others who reflect the same characteristics in a manner as well as political
work can transition from the false narratives placed on the black and brown bodies and
into liberation from cursed marks on the black frame. Salvation is not only for Abel but
also for Cain. The media continues to project frames of fallen black bodies in a 1:1 ratio.
My frustration though is a continual process I must go through. I must go through it
because each moment of depression or de-escalation from the mountain tops of an
imaginary new world, leads to an understanding of the human condition to hold on. In
these contemporary times, the black body is still misunderstood, for its beauty goes
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unrecognized, but the commodity is noticed. Ethnic, artistic expression, in this context, of
the body is often deemed as a lesser work of art compared to the more dominant
(oppressive) body of the white body. The black and brown bodies must become the
leading stimulus for radical amendment to create social reform and even create space by
minimizing the structures in place. Change is indeed inevitable. With the accepted
perspective of the pariah, as a country, we could move forward into creating a sustainable
America based on equality with fabric from the difference stitched into its quilt. Though
the world peace thought process would want to affirm the sentiment, the shopping spree
framework produced by corporate America will not allow a sustainable ecosystem to
occur without retribution.37

To contract and release within the body, decolonize and reorient oneself in an
environment made to view things through pixelated screens and finger scrolls are defying
death itself. Huey P. Newton was confined behind white frames that never provided
refuge. White lights provided distractions; red and blue were the only colors he had seen.
How does one break free from the colonized frameworks? Roger G. Smith embodied the
body of Huey. He represented the body of Huey, that was in a state of limbo. The
sporadic movement scene in A Huey P. Newton Story displays the body’s fight between
work, play, spontaneity, rigor, discipline, and freedom. This body that is not its captors is
seen by the captors and the heavily burdened mind of the captive as a gangster with a
conscious who deviates from solitary confinements. Therefore, a “deviant” can be a
theorist for community programming through social change but “set up oneself to be
murdered” because the black frame is sensationally obscene. Oblivious to the hierarchical
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norm that this one man’s pain is a revitalization for those who remember Huey not as
problematic but democratic: a direct representative of the freedom we seek but the
retribution of that practiced freedom we could and will receive. 38 Emmet Alonzo
Williams must fight between the reality of having been made in the image of God and the
reality of racism classifying him as a forever felon and criminal. However, he is no
longer on probation and no longer has an ankle monitor. The scars are still prevalent, yet
my father has been able to raise two black males who have been a sense of healing and
restoration for him.
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RECONSTRUCTING MY WAY
Reconstruction began in 1865, with a drastic ending in 1877. This timeframe
meant emancipation and greater hopes of living out the newfound freedom given to
enslaved African Americans, but this newfound freedom was shortly experienced. One
generation had to go through a shortage to present another generation with longevity.
Imagine 1500 black officials with the power to write and rewrite laws and stand against
their oppressors. Black officials could make unknown voices known to the top of the
political sphere. This is Reconstruction, an opportunity for all African Americans to be
seen as equal, a deconstruction of an anti-black country. Black Freedom was at a
pinnacle. During this period, the Civil Rights Acts of 1866 and three amendments were
passed. The 13th, 14th, and 15th. The 13th abolished slavery yet obtains a misguided
choice of words: Indentured servitude. The 14th granted citizenship and equal civil rights.
The 15th positioned the right to vote. Unfortunately, due to white supremacy, these
freedoms became dismantled near the tail end of 1877.39
Violence erupted, and lynching became the norm. What is lynching? An act of
taking a human being with an attachment of a rope around one’s neck in order to hang the
body to typically a tree and make a spectacle of it for the sake of White American pride
rooted within nationalism. This act of violence was the primary act that led to the Great
Migration in 1916. A series of false accusations of crimes placed upon a black body and
never clear evidence of crimes upon a black body. The black body not being known by
name but as Strange Fruit. The Southern socialites, businessmen, and political officials
could not bear the fact that black humanity would be as equal to whites. The violence
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leads to what could be known as the first migration, Exodusters. At this point, African
Americans felt there was no choice but to create one’s own space yet still fight for the
freedoms that were given and torn from them. African Americans lived life within a veil
under the indignity of Jim Crow.40
Reconstruction history provides a base to improve my movement in conversation
with the world and my understanding of why I move in a particular way. As an African
American, when I study the history of my ethnicity or race, I discover that there are
missing links due to the oppression faced through the American slave trade and beyond.
Learning about my heritage or roots allows me to translate that into my choice of
expression through movement. The more understanding I receive, the more I realize the
ever-present marginalization within the environment I’ve settled in since birth. The magic
of re-viewing oneself influences the process of me seeing the worth within my artistic
expression while combating racial tension that even displays itself within the arts.
I seek healing in this journey of life, but part of that is denoting my relations with
my body and the world in connection with it. In America, there is a theme in the culture
of image. The constant consideration of oneself in the mirror. But in that mirror, one can
refuse to see the fire that resides. The fire is about how we view ourselves; that fire can
be a beautiful inferno or a volcanic eruption. As I face the mirrors of life and the mirrors,
I am faced with confronting my bodily expression; that expression can come from its
autonomy or the constructs of the culture or space I occupy. The intention must be
addressed. Where is my embodiment? What is my embodiment of this body I reside in?
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My body has roots in black American culture, expressed in the dance genre of HipHop. It is a stance and genre of art capable of transcending.41
I am inclined to ask myself “what is my place?” In the specific art form of dance,
how can I communicate my black experience for the betterment of people of color
through my self-image, and confront a broken system rooted in white supremacy? The
western world has developed packaging to sell what is rare to the majority in power. In
these packaging’s are human beings denoted as a color and then seen as an object to
utilize for labor; and soon a sustenance option to consume. These human beings are black
and brown bodies. I continue to address the fact that because I am black, my body can be
seen more like a color than as a human who is allowed space to flourish or express. The
fight against racial injustices has been a fight since the conception of America; though
strides and reforms have been made, one must realize there is still a race at hand that will
take much endurance and steadfastness rooted in love. Love comes to mind, not as an
emotion but as an action that creates change within humanity's hearts. For when the
reason has thoughts, it is only the body that can reflect that image presented. 42
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THE BROKEN NEGRO THAT PRAYED
Lost by the tragedies
victimized by the strategies
Hope was lost for hundreds of years but
In a fertile womb.

Dear Body
I apologize for not understanding your worth in greater depth.
For not lying you down when you’ve never asked to be lifted. For lifting you when you
never asked to be laid down
Skin Acts is a study I never heard of; I have been practicing my whole life but with little
intention. The inquiry is awakened on what the body could do in juxtaposition to the
environment and more fantastic world that surrounds it

My improvisation through you I will continue to explore as I move east to west and north
to south as I dance to several scores.

The American flag became oppression.
Then the American lands became a place for dark confessions
Negro spirituals on the master's plantation
The church was both our hopeful and graceful sessions of the revelation of a true God.
Who cared about the color of humanity that was more than The Color Purple?

34

TRENDING TOPIC
The colonizer first believed his patriarchy was supreme authority and believed his
whiteness was free from impurity. He believed his whiteness was the quintessential
embodiment of holiness. Holiness means: to be set apart. The colonizer's view of himself
was to be set apart from the “iniquities” of surrounding cultures while still having the
privilege of being denoted as human. With that denoting, the colonizer becomes the sole
representation of humanity.43 With every progression towards equality for people of
color, what can be a challenge for white individuals and groups who are involved in the
progression of black lives is the fact that black people can feel exploited and be described
as a trend. #Blackouttuesday occurred on Tuesday, June 2nd, 2020. What was considered
first as being a stance on solidarity with black and brown communities soon became an ill
sentiment that signified an appropriation of black and brown deceased bodies represented
by a trend of 1080 x 1080px Instagram structures covered in blackness.
These black squares became a tool to then be utilized by a system of oppression
rooted in whiteness that still fails to see that White Progressiveness can still hold a racist
ideology as well as practice; because some individuals and groups believe that posting
black squares are good enough. These black squares in truth are only momentary, if
anything else, displays towards black lives mattering. The white progressive battles with
wanting to do right yet find difficulty in seeing one’s own privilege. This thought process
does not represent all who identify as white and progressive, but there’s a conflict of
understanding; what works towards progress for black lives is momentary, and what
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work is rooted in longevity.44 The circumstance is often overlooked in culture and in such
a subtle way which allows the matter of race and politics to be instinctively noticed yet
not addressed. White supremacy looks to negate the person who looks to present their
case as a person of color; therefore, when trends occur what is demonstrated in the art of
trivializing with the creation of mass insidious hysteria committed by whiteness
pertaining to privilege.
There are two perspectives on knowing. One is, having knowledge of something
and the other is knowing someone intimately. White Privilege practices the notion of the
first and disregards the notion of the second. Social justice can’t be defined by white
progressiveness ultimately because if it is in this case of black and brown communities,
then what is proposed is that black and brown bodies should only be discussed in the
context of a trend. A trend fades. A trend lacks foundation. A trend produces
indifference. A trend doesn’t save, it adds more of a burden. To be in opposition to the
trend means we acknowledge that we live on uncommon ground; the uncommon ground
is where society resides. This ground makes no room for equality or acceptance at times,
but that could be changed if humility, tolerance, and patience can be adopted, which
overwhelms the ephemeral aspects of a trend. 45
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JUBILEE: JESUS RECOGNIZED MY HERITAGE
The history of the Black Church is the foundation in which my thesis finds its
resolutions to the account of my trials and tribulations and historically black culture. It
informs Christianity for me from an African diaspora context compared to a Eurocentric
context. The insight of specific detailing has given me an understanding of my blackness
and comfort as a black Christian who has every right to change the narrative behind
Christianity and create a form of revisionist history for those who believe as I do. One of
the most beautiful things about Jesus is his ability to grieve with those who weep and
rejoice with those who rejoice. He truly walks side by side with me and is attentive to all
I need.
In its early stages, the Black Church was the epicenter of Black life, compiled of
the following essentials: Value, Belonging Roots, Education, Politics, Worthiness within
society, a Sanctuary for God in their image, and Institutional Armor. Its history is rooted
in a ritualistic culture based in Africa with historic marks upon Sapelo Island with the
first African American Baptist church. This fact makes our Christianity different from
America’s White Evangelicalism and its rootedness in Racism. Faith has been used as a
political framework of morality in America, while spirituality is at its core for the Black
Church. The themes of persecution within the Bible are connected to our own people’s
persecution. Our sufferings revealed to us a greater God than the one our oppressors
claimed. American religion is political; as a church, we understood that we had a
foundation to fight back against the deeply rooted tree of anguish we experience and still
do.
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When the world fails to understand, Jesus will appreciate. When the world fails to
love, he will love. I am called to do incredible things but can be bombarded by the
pressure and the lack thereof of being mounted on an angel’s wings. I am seen as weak
and often misunderstood, but the Lord God knows me. He knows who I am. He knows
how much I hold back. He knows how hard I fight to choose him over my reactive
options and behaviors to impose wrath on the world that hurts me and others who identify
with me because of the significance of our black heritage in this country and abroad. This
life is hard, but we are not alone. He is with us and right beside us. Suffering has become
a great friend indeed in the past nine months of my life. It has taught me numerous things
that I believe I will forever remember.
Jesus Christ was a man of sorrows, and I think I have become a man of sorrows in
the past months? But is the suffering good? Is the sorrow good? Inherently no, because
those things were never intended for God’s people because at one point until Christ died
for our sins, we were in bondage to a sinful nature and condemned to hell. As for the
good of both, the suffering and sorrow are forms of understanding how merciful the Lord
has been in my little but extraordinary life.
Can you see how God has used difficulty to make you wiser in your own life?
Our black beauty was crafted by the hands of God, which gives us a right to show
up in the world. I have been made in the image of God to conquer and over anything that
my life contains through my years of living it. I can choose to let the world overcome me,
or I can determine, by the strength and power of God, to overcome the world. In this
season of my life, I am learning to be secure in my calling. When I secure, I mean that I
am learning to be confident in what the Lord has called me to do and never backing from
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them but by great faith, pursue it mightily. God is everything that I will ever need and is
everything that I would ever truly want. Jesus came to befriend me because he knew I
could not thrive alone in the world by myself. I must rely upon and reside within the Lord
above all things and never shy from that because I was truly made for more and nothing
less. I am reminded of the following lyrics from Jubilee by Maverick City Music:
The Spirit of the Lord is upon me
I’m anointed to bring hope
The promise fulfilled in a moment
We’re still watching it unfold
There’s good news for the captive
A proclamation for every soul
This liberty is for the broken
An invitation to be made whole
Listen for the Free man
Singing, He’s Delivered me
Look out for the woman Shouting
His Garment made me Clean
Listen up, for the Seasons Changing,
He’s Rebuilding everything
Listen for the People
Shouting, this is Jubilee46

I am on a path to achieving great joy and liberation in the Lord. My journey
through faith in Jesus Christ has been difficult from the start. God has never promised me
a life that would be filled with ease in coming to him, but he promised me that he would
bring me joy, and he will not leave nor forsake me in pain and sorrow. I am coming into a
space where I could care less about my insecurities and less about the criticisms of others.
As each day passes on, I let go of the world more and more. I am further molded into the
image of Christ, and I am reminded that who I am is not defined by my reality here on
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Maverick City Music, Jubilee, TRIBL Records, (February 2021).
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this earth but by being mindful that my home is the house of the Lord that I shall not take
for granted.47

47

Henry Louis Gates Jr, The Black Church: This Is Our Story; This Is Our Song, (Reprint,
Penguin Books, 2022), 15—63.
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MANIFESTATION
The first section of the work focuses on black strength while walking through
trials. This section also includes an embodied conversation with my feelings about the
pangs of sexual abuse. The idea of learning to accept oneself in the mirror despite the
difficulties of seeing one's beauty is explored. The act of breathing becomes a poignant
theme, symbolizing police brutality and the hardships of not feeling free in America as a
black man. As this section progresses, what is magnified is that if a person of color is
dancing, that person of color has most likely dealt with systemic oppression in everyday
life. When you’re on stage or wherever one is positioned, there is no separation of the
character that is performing from the actual person portraying the choreography. Dance is
so tied to the human body, and yet dance is an art form that makes dollars, but how those
dollars are made streamlined from a culture of taking (colonizing) and reshaping it for it
to be obtained by a white gaze.
The second section is based on specific gestures focused on my story of blackness
in conversation with both past and contemporary times of American Black culture. My
gestures are, for me, a process of navigating what representation means to me.
Representations in the following scenarios rapping amid a cipher, the middle finger, a
hug in the amid of an argument, gun violence, hanging from a tree, and a jail cell. Both
Black and Latinx identities have been central figures in the field of dance for me,
accompanied by my faith in Christ. Having a biblical worldview while navigating my
ethnic experiences in America as a black man predominantly raised in Latin communities
has been vital for me to identify how black and brown bodies continue to show up in the
world to reimagine while being included in society yet still excluded and marginalized,
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identifying with the poor, the oppressed, and the widow. I continue to learn that a call
towards advocating for people facing hardship is a mission that surpasses a human
domain of thinking yet yearns for a godly intervention. Representation is a component
that is necessary for equity amongst this my community but accurate representation, not
the commercialized ones based on eating the other. In America, it is good to make a
profit, but it seems only good enough or valuable when you utilize a human being as
cattle as the sources. America continues to preach a false doctrine that indoctrinates the
feeble-minded who never gained a taste for meat because they settled on milk. This
milk’s content is filled with passivity, ignorance, rage, and arrogance.
My final section is simply about conveying my last poem below and prayer within
the performance that contains grief and, as bell hooks would say, I am one who believes
in the outrageous pursuit of hope48 for the future of black masculinity.
Knock on the door of our hearts, and we shall let you in
Our darkened skin and its different shades
It is not wanted, nor is it equivalent according
To the eyes of the majority
We are minorities
Colonized by fair skin oppressors
Taught with lectures which
Taught us not to love ourselves
We became lesser
We the people
Lost from our predecessors
I have goals
I have so much to offer to the world
But no one wants to hear it
I guess I must clear it
But if I clear it, people won't
“Speaking Freely: bell hooks,” YouTube, uploaded by Freedom Forum, (March 2016),
www.youtube.com/watch?v=g2bmnwehlpA.
48
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hear it
If I stay, will sirens come my way
Red and Blue
Are the colors that I see
But I am neither Crip nor Blood
But my blood lays on the street
My body lays cryptic
Dead to prevalent society
Please
Please!
Walk-in my shoes!
For one moment
I was chosen with a complexion
That society chose to oppose with Insurrection
I was told to refrain from interaction
White lights provided a distraction
Confined behind walls that were never a Refuge
A false place of protection
A form of mass incarceration
Breathe!
For a second!
What is my selection?
Rising past the ceiling
Looking for the rainbow
Where is the connection?
I have a brother
And a
Sister
Who Look
Like me
Talk
Like me
And
Got the same
Past
As
Me
My Destiny
Started with
Psalm 116
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When God held me
Down
In the river
And let
Art and Creativity
Speak to
Me.
The manifestation’s focal point is the investigation of self that comments on my
wrestling with identity in relationship to the history of black life in America. It is
illustrated through structure, dance improvisation, spoken word, and photography. The
polaroid’s that you see below will be installations upon the Hollins theater stage that are
symbolic in representing the community that surrounds me that helps me to tell my story.
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Figure 2: Community of Polaroids Part 1, 2020—2022.
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Figure 3: Community of Polaroids Part 2, 2021—2022.
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Figure 4: Community of Polaroids Part 3, 1999.
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The goal of the manifestation is to be up close and personal with my audience,
like a black box theater or one-act play. This work is not meant to be watched but
engaged with. Within this work, narration through spoken word and structured
improvisation is given by myself as the choreographer, surrounded by an installation of
personal photos that encircle me as I perform. The audience can review the pictures after
the performance to understand how my community helps me tell my story. The individual
images symbolize the community that has been a safety net for me through this thesis
process and overall, throughout my life. This process has been very eye-opening and
confronting. In a journalistic tone and rap vernacular, I base my spoken word structure on
the writing styles and cadence delivery of African American poets and writers such as
Maya Angelou, Audre Lorde, and James Baldwin.
My goal is to impact black and brown communities by providing a platform for
others to hear my story and to create a movement toward how we see ourselves and show
up in the world. This manifestation’s allotted time is approximately twenty-five minutes.
This manifestation suits my community well and is a narrative that would evoke the
mission of healing oneself by examining one’s own life about the discourse and history
that encircles a people, be it oppressive or encouraging. It will produce equity, diversity,
inclusion, accessibility, self-acceptance, and self-agency. As the black body faces the
mirrors of life and the mirrors of factories, it must re-learn and re-search its bodily
expression; that expression can come from either its autonomy or the constructs of the
culture or space it occupies. My movement concept is very grounded, short, concentrated,
and intricate. The goal is primarily about capturing emotions more so than actual dance.
The dance is a compliment to the feelings of the performance.
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Figure 5: Mapping Manifestation, February 2022.
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My Master’s degree in education is important to me and it has inspired me
throughout the process to tell my story because education was not accessible to my
parents. They provided an opportunity to intellectually engage with my deepest pains and
traumas as well as the politics and ills of the world. I think of myself as a Silent Spring, a
journal entry that began in this journey along with others. I may be calm in my demeanor
but as I find peace in telling my story I become a spring of much power and hope. What
does it mean to be a Silent Spring?
This story is about nuances, complexities, and the beauty in between.
Complexities and nuances are two aspects of life we tend to ignore. Life is not entirely
black and/or white; no one can genuinely develop during a black and white life objective
or the overall world. Many gray areas within humanity contribute to development. Layers
can only help you build further while leaving a gap, as a hole allows no building. In
student development, student complexities must be considered. They must understand
their complexities and those who guide them to develop the student to their fullest
capability best. Experience and change are essential to one's development, for it is the
gray that no longer keeps one black and/or white, allowing human advancement towards
the goal of the actual mission. My higher education journey revolves around the
following themes faith, ethnicity, and the discovery of purpose.
I grew up timid yet very outspoken through my artistry as a child. I was a young
man very in tune with his emotions and was not afraid to express them, but being so
vulnerable required strength, which I did not have, so I leaned on my faith. As high
school ended, I became more aware of my doubt; I applied to Miami Dade College
because I was insecure about my abilities. After a semester, I realized my worth and then
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applied to Nova Southeastern University. This was a leap of faith. I had never heard of
Davie, FL. 2013; I arrived on campus; this campus is in a suburban area with a
demographic of privileged students but a diverse population regarding ethnic groups. I
fell in love with a school full of blue. When I stepped upon its gravel, I noticed a
picturesque scenery of greenery; My eyes lit up as I saw a cultural diversity: white skin
and brown skin, light skin and dark skin, pale skin and olive skin. I had come to know
great peers, colleagues, and professors, and I had acquired a journey at a beautiful place
that many have not been able to reap the same benefits.
I became accepted for my heritage rather than rejected; I furthermore had the
opportunity to share my story on platforms that were once not achievable in my own
eyes. Not every day was rainbows and cotton candy; no place perfect except four years at
Nova Southeastern University had been worth it. My journey in college can be described
well through Chickering’s Theory of the Seven Vectors, specifically the vectors of
Managing Emotions and Developing Purpose. I also explain this perspective of myself
through a lens of social constructivism based on social identity. Vectors of development
are crucial in student development due to the direction and magnitude they could have in
developing a student, primarily because each student is different and requires a
difference in educational development.
Education must be seen through the account of the following developments of
human life: emotional, interpersonal, ethical, and intellectual. We must review and
understand the importance of context; Everyone is genuinely different, has different
perspectives, and comes from different backgrounds/ environments. Engaging in groups
from a facilitation perspective is vital because it becomes a cultural experience. My first
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year as a student within undergrad was a time for me to start brand new, identify the
trials and struggles in my life, and use them as a catalyst to push me forth to reveal my
purpose. Chickering’s work explains that students learn to act on feelings responsibly. I
dealt with depression during my college years and learning how to manage such a mental
health crisis strengthened with abilities to navigate myself through undergrad in a
movement of compassion.
Being African American within my undergraduate environment was quite
different. I came into a more Eurocentric place than truly multicultural regarding ideas
and expression, for it was more of a process of assimilation. As I navigated my way
through, I realized I was fighting against assimilation. I became ever more aware of my
African heritage, which led me to authenticate my faith and touch a bit of what I believed
to be my purpose. Soon my objective was to engage with a culture with the importance of
my own identity in the realm of the environments in which I was raised. I believe the most
challenging times in life strengthen us for the future, and we have a choice on how
tragedies form us but are not fortunate to make that choice. My first two included much
optimism and my last two years consisted of facing hard truths about wounds that did not
heal. I graduated with great expectations for the future but also being challenged to heal
holistically and not partially. A revelation that led me to develop purpose.
My youth through bright was also dark; at a young age, I experienced sexual
abuse, which contributed to much rejection, anxiety, and depression. It was a hard truth
to understand that explains a part of the reason why throughout my undergrad, I spent
my time partially healing. Being within a new environment helped me be alone with
myself and explore a broken man who was honestly a work of art but just did not know it
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yet. My faith, ethnicity, and discovery of purpose helped me begin my process of healing
holistically. I discovered after graduation my purpose or mission in life: Community
outreach through art initiatives and creativity within diversity.
I discovered that my wounds and gifts could solve many people’s problems. I
found my story was worth telling not to receive pity but to show others that they do not
have to be alone, whatever struggles they are going through. One of the greatest lessons I
can pull from my story is that in student development, a student must be approached
holistically and not partially. Students have many layers to them; selecting one attribute
to appease them would be doing a disservice. I did not begin my freedom journey until I
decided to pay attention to my complexities. Chickering’s theory was chosen as my theory
to apply to myself because I believe the seven vectors approach a student in layers and
emotions can be often forgotten about with purpose never being defined. If I can reveal to
a student who they are and help them determine their purpose, I can rest easy; especially
in our day in age where anxiety and depression are rising in the current and possibly the
future generations.
Though faith and spirituality cannot be applied to all cases, the following words
encourage me into a brand-new future in continuing my journey through my seven
vectors and future development processes about myself as a student and man: This life is
not new. It is frankly unbearable for a human being to keep up with much knowledge and
wisdom—both vexation and sorrow increase. Pain and suffering are inescapable in this
life. All that we encounter or allow is done by our hands or God's hands. Satan cannot be
given credit for anything that happens in our lives. God is sovereign, and so he permits
all things. The only thing I can genuinely lose in this life is my relationship with God
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through Christ Jesus because Jesus is the reason for my life and is my existence, in my
thought, my breath, my deeds, and my purpose.
Should sorrow bury me that the world brings, including myself, or should I be
buried in the joy of the Lord that is not based on emotional happiness but on knowing
God is sovereign and allowing his sovereignty to be my humility. This life is warring
every day, but the spirit of God is with me every day because of my belief. Jesus
intercedes for me daily; his love is consistent in my life. The past is just a mirage for me
to succumb to, for me to fail and validate myself by a false depiction of self, but God says
in his word that I am a new creation, and nothing is new under the sun; for my battles are
not won physically but spiritually. And my struggles are not more against the physical
world but dark principalities that govern it. Remember me not for who I am now
physically but remember me as someone who has ascended to be with the creator of
myself. Now I just pray for others daily and do my best to love as I have been loved
through my circumstances, for I am a Silent Spring, which is a person who is willing to
walk in humility. Silent Spring is a person who lives boundlessly by love with a
foundation that is cemented in God through Christ. Silent Spring is a calm and collected
individual willing to be a spring for the sake of humanity to make a change that is needed
within a world filled with depravity, a world that wants release from gravity. I thank NSU
student affairs professionals for teaching me to discover who I am and whom I am
becoming, and I will do the same for others.
Hope is an outrageous pursuit for the black body. Time and time again, history
will reveal that a living hope for us as a people was a continual North Star to everprogressive freedom that reaches beyond the American Dream and celebrates the history
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of Jubilee in its fullness that today we are still seeking to preserve. Brenda Dixon
Gottschild sought, Shayla-Vie Jenkins sought, Johnny Hudgins sought. This seeking is
only continuing because the freedom to embody our bodies and enjoy our human rights is
still relatively new to us in this country. After all, in many ways, our history is still owned
by White Supremacy, patriarchal methods of reasoning to dominate everything, and
imperialistic motive systems. Who would have thought that not holding one's history or
body would ever be a topic of discussion? Black Children are still learning agency, Black
Children are still learning how to see their hair as beautiful, and Black Children are still
learning that education is a right for them. I cannot help but hope. Hope is not wishful
thinking, but it is the unseen that you choose to outrageously wait for in patience because
the affliction is only temporary.
A Poem of Elegy: To Yourself at 18
Depression was oppression that left you with scars, tribulations, and lessons.
You thought you had no purpose in life and your insecurities were something you should
not have gone through.
Your pain was subliminal, and at times, the freedom in being human with human anguish
did not have the space to breathe.
You had every right to pursue your mental health and believe in a Godly artistic dream; it
wasn’t a fantasy.
Fantasies have no cement. They are not concrete.
But a dream, the dreams you had were and still are paved grounds you can walk upon
because its focal point was a revelation.
A revelation of your identity.
Grace has covered your mistakes, and sin does not condemn you. The law of Moses has
been abolished from your original sentencing to Hell.
The Lord has become a refuge, and Heaven is what you are made for.
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You have come to acknowledge your humanity, and Jubilee has become a Right for you.
You have been amended despite White Evangelicalism tyranny upon America’s
Reconstruction Era.
You questioned your blackness while dealing with being blacklisted in a Eurocentric
culture that was and still is radioactive to precious oil.
Young man, you are precious oil.
What you need to know now is…
Young man, you fuel the world!
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CONCLUSION: QUESTIONING THE TIME-VARIANT AUTHORITY
Studying dance history before this season and my time in Hollins overall has been
about learning about the “avant-garde” and the “pillars” of dance. These “pillars” were
primarily white individuals with a sprinkle of African presence and strong blindness to
people of color. A tale of indigenous cultures and colored bodies in a way that was like a
white male from the BBC documenting life in apartheid Africa in a soothing British
accent. The written word that I read as an undergrad was textbook structured. Though you
could tell that there was more to the narratives in the readings, it was like you could only
see a glimpse of it because redlining obstructed one's view of seeing a world that was
quite different yet idealistic from our world. I know now that there have been pathways
created to overcome the redlining to integrate the linear perspectives of dance and the
multiverse that is explorative about multiple timelines instead of one. What is Dance
History to me now? The study of human beings amid their culture is rooted in morality
and ethics. A pathway to reclaiming the history of left-out groups while demystifying the
lack thereof within. The development of definitive anthropological studies processed
through critical debates in confrontation with the linear perspectives of traditional dance
history narratives and writings.49

The Surdna Foundation, “Dancing While Black: Black Bodies | White Boxes,” Vimeo, uploaded
by the hemispheric institute, (March 2018).
49
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